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## Abstract

This project explores how different technologies (smart phone, social media, web scrapping) can facilitate co-productive transportation planning process in Megaregion. As case studies, GRAs explored bike-sharing planning in NYC, Chicago, Austin, San Antonio and Houston.
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This project supported two related studies. The first study on Austin, Texas is chapter one of this report, and the second study on bike share planning in New York and Chicago is the second chapter. Both explore public-generated knowledge through a crowdsourced geographic information system, and have implications for megaregion planning.

1. Scaling Co-productive Transportation Planning to the Megaregion: In-person and Online Approaches in Austin, Texas

Megaregion planning is an emerging concept in planning, reflecting the geographical convergence of regions in the United States, and the relationship of digital information as the primary commodity in a knowledge-based economy. Megaregional scale presents three challenges for planners: larger areas are more likely to have information gaps across the geography, they are more likely to be formatted and quality-controlled differently in different jurisdictions, and traditional face-to-face meetings are difficult to apply evenly across such a large area. Despite recent studies on potential structures of governance and other impacts related to planning, very little empirical work has been done to consider how public participation could function in a megaregional context. This study evaluates crowdsourcing as one potential perspective to support transportation planning at widely varying scales. Bicycle transportation planning in Austin, Texas, serves as case study material, focusing on the geographic breadth of public participation received at the local level using three categories of involvement: face-to-face meetings, online text-based methods, and an online crowdsourcing platform used by the city called Ride Report. Generally, crowdsourcing is an online, participatory approach that distributes a problem to communities for bottom-up input. Ride Report is a crowdsourcing platform that addresses similar challenge in bicycle planning as traditional methods—seeking to understand where the community is currently able to safely and comfortably bicycle, and where roadways present problems and barriers. This study evaluates evidence from a local bicycle transportation context to determine the challenges and opportunities for crowdsourcing in megaregional planning.

The objective of this chapter is to evaluate crowdsourcing as a method for public participation in transportation planning to scale from local and regional to megaregional contexts, through local planning evidence in Austin, Texas. This chapter includes sections on the background of online participation, description of the data and methods used, before discussion and conclusions drawn from this case.
1.1. Background

Public participation is a well-acknowledged requirement of transportation planning in most democratic societies, and is generally required at all levels: local, regional, state, and national (McAndrews and Marcus 2015). No evidence suggests that megaregional planning should be different—in fact, we can expect citizens to demand involvement in any public planning process that involves significant resources or impacts (Alexander 2001). Structures of governance and involvement are only beginning at the scale of a megaregion (Innes, Booher, and Di Vittorio 2011; Dewar and Epstein 2007; Ross, Woo, and Wang 2016; Schafran 2013; Evers and de Vries 2013). One study does report that metropolitan planning organizations may offer the flexibility to help address megaregion problems, but “without formal funding or structures, MPOs have limited time and staff to apply to megaregion planning and tend to limit participation to projects or studies with direct and immediate benefits such as interregional rail plans or data access” (Peckett and Lyons 2012). Megaregions, then, could be a particularly challenging context for participatory planning.

Traditional public participation focuses on the use of language to support and direct planning to serve the needs of the community. This approach comes from a background that focuses on the conditions of discourse as meeting communicative ideals (Innes 1995; Hoch 2007), or supports public re-framing of planning challenges and approaches of working together through collaborative processes (Healey 1997; Margerum 2002a). However, co-production between the state and public offers an alternative perspective. In co-productive planning, emphasis is shifted from words to actions—the public can be responsible for generating the data necessary for planning decisions, in addition to performing other tasks alongside, or in place of state sponsorship (Watson 2014; Albrechts 2012). However, when digital technology is involved in co-productive processes such as crowdsourcing, the digital divide implies an opportunity for bias that could further disparities by race, education, and income (Clark et al. 2013). Co-productive planning processes may support additional ways for people to guide their future communities, but integration of technologies must consider the role of distributional biases.

Genuine public involvement involves pulling people into the planning process—typically involving existing conditions, analysis of challenges, and review of draft concepts, at the very least (Federal Highway Administration n.d.). Therefore, a participatory transportation planning process for megaregions would have to solve challenges of data availability, quality, and communication across an area that currently has no governance structure to support such an effort (Innes, Booher, and Di Vittorio 2011; Curtin 2010). Participatory geographic information systems (PGIS) may offer a way to combine all three of these issues by citizen-produced data, but traditional approaches to PGIS leave open questions of accuracy and
coverage (Brown 2012). Timothy Nyerges identified the need for democratic process combined with objective information about places, presenting “scaling up as a grand challenge” that community-based GIS faces (Timothy Nyerges 2005). Crowdsourcing is an online approach to solving problems with a “deliberate blend of bottom-up, open, creative process with top-down organizational goals” (Brabham 2013). PGIS that includes a specific top-down task that is guided by a platform to consolidate data formatting and accuracy, with bottom-up contributions by people knowledgeable about local conditions, amounts to what could be called a crowdsourced geographic information system (CGIS). This approach may be a match to what Peckett and Lyons identified as a future research problem specific to transportation planning for megaregions: “Uncertainty remains as to how megaregions can best encompass top-down leadership and bottom-up activities and how to transition between informal and formal megaregion activities” (Peckett and Lyons 2012).

The challenges of megaregion transportation planning are documented (Dewar and Epstein 2007), but little or no empirical research exists that suggest how public participation could scale to the megaregion, suggesting two research questions:

RQ1: What are the geographic differences of spatial representation between face-to-face meetings, an online public participation GIS, and the Ride Report crowdsourcing platform for bicycle transportation planning in Austin, Texas?

RQ2: Were the distributional biases different between the three categories of involvement?

A previous synthetic review of literature suggests that future research on participatory spatial technologies must include the actual engagement process, rather than simply examining the technologies themselves (Brown and Kyttä 2014). Therefore, this study contextualizes the analysis of crowdsourcing with an empirical case, using evidence from Austin, Texas. To address these questions requires a mixed-methods approach, including quantitative data to answer the first question, and qualitative insights for the second.

### 1.2. Participation Data

The data for participation come from three different public participation processes in Austin, and represent three different participation purposes. The participation methods represent professional-quality engagement efforts in a single region, but each are tailored for the separate processes. Therefore, comparison of geographies in this study must be considered in the context of each separate planning process—the comparison of different planning processes might be likened to a fruit basket,
rather than ‘apples-to-apples’. This limitation is a tradeoff that enables analysis of real, *ex post* participation within one region, rather than simulated or modeled results that may show little about the way actual participation methods work. Data show actual results in the context of its own planning case within the Austin region.

### 1.2.1. In-person Meetings

In-person meetings were held for development of the 2014 Austin Bicycle Master Plan Update, and were one part of a broad engagement process that included a telephone survey, an urban trail intercept survey, an online survey, a virtual open house, and discussion at multiple City of Austin boards and commissions meetings (Austin Transportation Department 2014). Though few in number, the meetings connected interested persons with city staff directly—a rich engagement approach not afforded by online methods. Table 1 shows that 144 people participated in the in-person meetings, contributing input on the draft plan concepts before further review by the city’s boards and commissions.

### 1.2.2. Public Participation Geographic Information System (PPGIS)

The Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO)—the regional transportation planning agency for the Austin area—used a public participation geographic information system (PPGIS) called “WikiMaps” in development of the 2045 Regional Active Transportation Plan (Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization 2017). This method supported public contribution of knowledge to the planning process through an online tool that allowed people to click a location on a computer-based map, and identify barriers and other issues for bicycling and walking. Since this organization’s focus is region-wide—a seven county area surrounding the capital city—the geography of participation is expectedly broad, in comparison with methods focused only on the city. Table 1 shows more than twice the number of people involved, compared to the city’s in-person meetings, which is comparable with the overall population of the region as nearly double that of the core city.

### 1.2.3. Ride Report in Austin

Ride Report is a smartphone application used by the Austin Transportation Department that records contributors’ bicycle trips, detected automatically using the phone’s accelerometer and GPS (City of Austin 2018; Ride Report 2016). The app detects the conclusion of a bicycle trip, and prompts users to rate a ride as positive or negative. The platform aggregates multiple overlaid trips by all participants to compute an average rating, in addition to recording the total count of users for each roadway and trail segment. In this way, Ride Report provides
planners with information about bicycling in a city as reported by its users. Table 1 shows use by 1,234 people in the Austin region, but note the time period involved is longer than three years to date.

Table 1. Sources of Participation Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates Used</th>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Count of Features</th>
<th>Persons Involved</th>
<th>Purpose of Participation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-person Meetings 11/12/13-4/2/14 City of Austin</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>144&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Receive public input “before the plans were taken to boards and commissions for review” (Austin Transportation Department 2014)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPGIS 11/28/2016-2/17/17 CAMPO</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>358&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>“allowed residents to identify barriers and difficult routes for walking and biking” (Toole Design Group 2017)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ride Report 4/4/15-5/31/18 City of Austin</td>
<td>23,693</td>
<td>1,234</td>
<td>“help to inform how the City prioritizes investments in the bicycle network” (City of Austin 2018)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: <sup>a</sup>City staff report notes “86 participants completed a paper questionnaire and 58 completed the same questions offered in an online survey” at meetings. This. <sup>b</sup>PPGIS consultant summary notes 358 participated in the broader survey, and an exact count of people noting bicycle barriers is not available.
1.3. Spatial Analysis Methods

The first research question is addressed using case study and crowdsourcing materials gathered from Austin-area bicycle planning staff and from Ride Report. City meeting records for recent planning efforts were obtained, identifying geographic locations for the location of participation. Each of the participation methods was geostatistically analyzed in terms of spatial extent. Finally, individual interviews with at least two bicycle planning staff at the City of Austin was used for two purposes. First, the city planners’ insights helped evaluate initial quantitative findings of RQ1, providing member checking as a form of external validation (O’Cathain 2010; Finlay and Bowman 2016). Second, interviews help describe how planners actually used the three types of participation, and worked through issues of geographic scale.

The second research question builds from analysis of RQ1, comparing the spatial location of the three involvement methods with educational attainment and income
levels associated with the locations of each. Descriptive statistics and analysis of variance will indicate differences between the methods, in terms of the level of distributional bias observed from the case materials. Planner interviews were used as a check against the initial findings, and offer insights as to potential methods to mitigate biases present.

1.4. Geography of Participation Results

Calculation of the directional distribution of participation through a standard deviational ellipse of each participation technique simplifies the geographic range of participation. Figure 2 shows the second standard deviation, including 95% of the participation points for each method. By excluding the same percent of spatial outliers, this approach provides a comparable analysis, recognizing that each method was part of a unique planning case for different purposes.

Table 2 shows the participation geography of the PPGIS used by CAMPO to be largest by far, which is appropriate considering the larger geography of the agency’s representation. This online tool shows the potential for use across a large area, without participants having to meet at a given location at a certain place and time. The directional distribution in Table 1 shows the northeasterly skew of in-person meetings, with a more north-south orientation of Ride Report, likely reflecting the distribution of bicycling in the core area of the region.
Table 2. Geography of Participation through the Standard Deviational Ellipse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sq. Kilometers</th>
<th>Rotation (degrees from North)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-person Meetings</td>
<td>435.2</td>
<td>39.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPGiS</td>
<td>3,802.0</td>
<td>167.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ride Report</td>
<td>244.0</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.5. Potential for Distributional Bias Results

The geographies of participation also relate to a potential income bias, as well. Figure 2 shows the percent of low-wage worker by census block group in 2010, through longitudinal employer-household dynamics (LEHD) data from the Smart Location Database (Ramsey and Bell 2014). Figure 2 shows the highest levels of low-income households in the east-southeast area of the central city, in addition to the rural edges of the region.

[Figure 2. Directional Distribution of Participation]

When simplified through averages among block groups with their centers in each participation geography, Table 3 shows Ride Report use covers areas with the largest percentage of low wage workers, as compared with other engagement
approaches and the region as a whole. This does not mean that the users of Ride Report necessarily represent low-wage workers, however. More research is needed to determine whether there are significant differences in the routes chosen by Ride Report users as compared with the broader population, or low wage workers in specific. However, the geography of participation reviewed in this study does suggest that online crowdsourcing approaches for public participation are not necessarily representing higher-income areas.

Table 3. Geography of Participation through the Standard Deviational Ellipse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Low Wage Workers of total workers in a block group (home location), 2010</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-person Meetings</td>
<td>23.75</td>
<td>5.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPGIS</td>
<td>21.72</td>
<td>6.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ride Report</td>
<td>24.91</td>
<td>5.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin-Round Rock-San Marcos MSA</td>
<td>22.96</td>
<td>6.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interviews with two planners in Austin show concern for bias in participation via crowdsourcing centers around access to technology, rather than location of the resident or in-person participation. One planner suggested that crowdsourcing does not represent the entire population, simply describing that “bias should be assumed until proven otherwise”. The planner continued, noting that ideal crowdsourcing tools would include “feedback systems to reach new desired users”.

Another planner suggested a difference between not being able to control whether participants had smart phones that would give them access to “tools like Ride Report, Strava, or others [that rely] on cooperation from the community,” and whether people “hear about the tool and are willing to use it”. Therefore, the planners provided both in-person and online methods of participation, and found interesting ways to connect the two. Interviews showed that more recent planning work by the Austin Transportation Department (following the 2014 Bicycle Master Plan) includes staff present at public meetings with tablet computers to facilitate digital input from in-person participants. In this way, planners provide a variety of methods for public input, yet consolidate the information using tools that are efficient for the planners.

When questioned about the overall impact of crowdsourcing on transportation planning, one planner described it as “generally positive”. However, they suggested it “requires transportation professional[s to] have a strong understanding of the limitations as to the crowd they are sourcing to make sure that those populations that lack access to tools that crowdsourcing relies on are not underrepresented in the decisions”.

1.6. Implications for Megaregional Planning

This study shows three main implications for transportation planning in megaregions. Crowdsourcing tools scale geographically, providing a practical method for engaging populations across large areas. The PPGIS showed use across the largest area, but this could be related to CAMPO’s broad regional outreach; whereas the City of Austin’s efforts were logically related to the core area. Crowdsourcing is co-productive in the sense that people can contribute knowledge about specific planning topics in a structured manner for use by planners. Crowdsourcing tools facilitate gathering this information with GIS attributes such as latitude, longitude, and time, in addition to related variables, in a way that planners can easily incorporate into a planning process. Optimally, this facilitates incorporation of public input that actually lead to planning results. Interviews with planners suggest the methods are practical, even if they raise important questions about bias that require careful approaches. Finally, multiple methods reach the broadest population meaningfully. Planners explained that they find crowdsourcing tools useful in their work, and practical for participants, but that some bias must be expected when digital tools are used. Planners in the City of Austin and CAMPO use a range of tools to broaden public engagement, while structuring input that can be useful.

1.7. Conclusions

Crowdsourcing methods may be useful for gathering structured public input over large areas, which are likely to be particularly helpful for megaregion-scale planning. These examples of planning from local and regional transportation planning suggest potential along these lines, but more research is needed to evaluate real impacts over the medium and long term.

None of these seeming advantages and problems should suggest that crowdsourcing tools provide a useful alternative to in-person participation in traditional public meetings. Rather, interviews with planners show increasing need to find ways to combine a variety of methods in a way that is practical for both broad publics and planners. As the city and region’s long-range plans are put into practice, the programming of funding and completion of projects will provide additional data to evaluate the ex post impacts of crowdsourcing as a public engagement method.
2. Crowdsourcing Bike Share Station Locations: Empty voices or powerful participation?
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The section that follows is an earlier version of this paper.

Public participation is a key element in most formal US planning processes. Ensuring public participation is at the core of the American Planning Association’s ethical principles, addressing a planner’s responsibility to “recognize the rights of citizens to participate in planning decisions” (APA 1992). The American Institute of Certified Planners’ Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct further specifies the need to “give people the opportunity to have a meaningful impact on the development of plans and programs that may affect them” (AICP 2016). Planners now widely include digital participation methods in their practice, intensifying questions about the efficacy and legitimacy of citizen input. We assess evidence on how planners use crowdsourcing as a form of participation through cases of bike share system planning in New York (NY) and Chicago (IL).

We question whether the use of a specific participatory technology—a map-based crowdsourcing platform—is merely a new medium for empty participation or if it genuinely supports new ways for planners to work with the public. We evaluate whether a specific type of participatory technology, public participation geographic information systems (PPGIS) designed to crowdsource information and knowledge to inform planning decisions—in fact influences planning decisions about where to locate bike sharing stations in two US cities.

New York and Chicago each used a PPGIS in conjunction with more traditional neighborhood meetings and community workshops to solicit the views of stakeholders on where to locate bike share stations. Participants could specify the precise location of a suggested bike share station and offer a written defense of their suggestions. We asked two research questions: First, how well do publicly suggested stations predict where the stations will be built? Second, how do the written comments vary across the bike share system? We found over 80% of suggested stations were within a quarter-mile of a built bike share station, but fewer than ten percent were within 100 feet of a built station. In both cities, participants
suggested significantly more stations in downtown than the other areas. They were likely to defend their site selections through perspectives of demand, convenience, safety, and sustainability.

We believe our findings have three lessons for planners. First, PPGIS provides a practical approach to collect geographically-specific information for urban planning. Second, PPGIS platforms should include fundamental planning constraints, such as setting spatial boundaries for the planning decisions being made. Finally, planners and researchers should continue to evaluate PPGIS efforts to analyze large data sets created from online public involvement processes.

We first discuss the foundations of participatory planning and the role of new technologies in these processes; we then provide background on the use of PPGIS in New York City and Chicago, our methods, and results. We conclude with broader findings and implications for planning.

### 2.1. Planning with the crowd

#### 2.1.1. Co-productive Planning

Urban planning in democratic countries has supported participatory processes since the late 20th Century, valuing input from citizens and using their ideas explicitly in decision-making, albeit at varying levels (Alexander 2001; Healey 1997; Margerum 2002b). Participatory planning opens a decision-making process to the people likely to be impacted by the ultimate decisions. Planning without a meaningful participatory element runs contrary to traditional tenets of representative democracy, including leadership that respects and understands public views, or at least those of voters (Campbell and Marshall 2000). Public participation is at the core of current planning practice and is often mandated in formal planning processes by various levels of government (Brody, Godschalk, and Burby 2003; Sciara 2017). Empirical studies demonstrate that the breadth and depth of public involvement contributes to plan strength and implementation (Burby 2003).

Co-production involves participants by emphasizing *doing* planning versus *talking* about planning, spotlighting actions those stakeholders may undertake in concert with government organizations, rather than emphasizing the role of communication. Co-productive actions are those in which the public performs needed planning roles otherwise conducted by planners within an agency (Watson 2014). Co-production in bike share planning allows and encourages the public to share perceptions and opinions and submit ideas for station locations based on their own experience of the environment. Those community insights could then result in
a valuable GIS dataset that planners could integrate with other sources needed to choose the best locations for bike stations.

A public process requires broad representation, which may be facilitated by, or even require the use of multiple involvement methods including on-line based technologies including social media (Evans-Cowley and Griffin 2012; Schweitzer 2014). Many scholars and participants, however, question the validity and legitimacy of a range of participatory processes (Forester 2001; Trapenberg Frick 2013). Technology-supported public involvement, while useful, may be insufficient to open the planning process to all relevant stakeholders (Desouza and Bhagwatwar 2014).

Afzalan and Muller (2018) reviewed the literature on the strengths and weakness of a variety of online participatory techniques, noting that any online participatory tool inherently excludes those without technology access, knowledge, or interest. Participants, moreover, may be limited in the kind of information they can provide on various platforms, while planners may be limited in their ability to evaluate and analyze the data produced. They find that planning agencies are often poorly equipped to make the best decisions about which technology to acquire and the staffing and training needed to operate these platforms successfully, protect user privacy, and appropriately use the data.

Planners are expanding their use of online participatory technologies to incorporate crowdsourcing approaches. In crowdsourcing, an organization like a planning agency requests information and ideas from a large and relatively open group of Internet users. In each instance, participants use an online portal, through a computer or smartphone, to provide needed information, ideas, or value judgements in response to a direct request by planners. Planners have used crowdsourcing techniques to identify and assess historic structures (Minner et al. 2015); collect travel data (Griffin and Jiao 2015), and to assess property conditions in New Orleans (Thompson 2016). Some scholars suggest that crowdsourcing might support planning in a manner that is convenient to participants and geographically specific, providing data useful to planners (Evans-Cowley and Hollander 2010; Griffin 2011; Kahila-Tani et al. 2016). Afzalan and Muller (2018), however, note concerns about how well planners can use some or all data provided online.

The majority of studies evaluating participation in planning focus on assessing the plan before actual implementation takes place (*ex-ante* or *a priori*), or during implementation, termed *ongoing* by Guyadeen and Seasons (2018). Time lag and complexity are two issues that prevent many planning evaluation studies from connecting process with completed real-world outcomes through *ex-post* evaluations—a significant gap in knowledge about the effectiveness of planning
Bike sharing is implemented quickly, relative to other transportation improvements, which supports \textit{ex-post} evaluation with a minimum of intervening complexities.

2.1.2. Evaluating the role of PPGIS in Planning for Bike Sharing

Online public technologies create new opportunities for reaching audiences and stakeholders for participatory planning but create new challenges for planners and publics as well (Afzalan and Muller 2018). Civic-oriented software developers have launched replicable PPGIS platforms for collecting geographically-based public input on a variety of topics. PPGIS and bike sharing technologies are stabilizing, yet the evaluation of PPGIS in planning is not yet settled.

Most studies of PPGIS tend to evaluate the tools and methods (\textit{ex ante} or ongoing assessments), rather than the outcomes of the participatory process (Brown and Kyttä 2014). Planning agencies using PPGIS seldom have the time and resources to perform systematic evaluations of the relationship between public inputs and results of planning (Guyadeen and Seasons 2018; Afzalan and Muller 2018); academics have avoided evaluating the outcomes of PPGIS processes because of the time delay involved in seeing projects come to fruition. A 2015 study analyzed the relationship of suggested bike share locations with bike share checkouts and returns in Washington, D.C., and New York, finding a “moderate correlation between crowdsourced suggestions and station usage” (Owen, Neita, and Froehlich 2015, 1), but did not evaluate the planning process. A 2016 case study of four United States bike share PPGIS platforms analyzed the potential for representative bias among platform users (Piatkowski, Marshall, and Afzalan 2017). The researchers found that the residential locations of PPGIS contributors were not representative of the community at large—they concluded that using only the online platform could exacerbate problems in equity of access to the bike share system (Piatkowski, Marshall, and Afzalan 2017). Another study of PPGIS use in planning for Muncie (IN) corroborates the previous bike share study, showing bias in geographic representation (Radil and Jiao 2016). A case study of bike share planning in Cincinnati (OH) provided an example of a city that relied on the PPGIS for public input, while holding in-person meetings only with business owners and similar stakeholders (Afzalan and Sanchez 2017). They found planners’ available time, skills, and funding restricted use of public comments, suggesting qualitative content analysis skills may “help planners analyze the comments more quickly and easily” (p. 42). The two planners interviewed for the study found the ability to combine suggested bike share locations with other GIS data useful but did not use the written comments offered by participants in the PPGIS. A review of fifteen years of PPGIS research argues that “rigorous evaluation of PPGIS outcomes, in contrast with PPGIS tools, is arguably one of the most critically important research
needs” (Brown and Kyttä 2014, 134). Applied to bike share planning, Brown & Kyttä’s finding suggests a key outcome would include the location of constructed bike share stations—the focus of the present study.

2.1.3. Bike Sharing in New York and Chicago

Bike sharing systems provide access to bicycles in cities, either for rent or at no cost to users. The number of public bike sharing systems has increased quickly in recent years, from only 13 cities across the globe in 2004, to 855 city systems by 2014 (Fishman 2016). New York and Chicago’s bike sharing systems in 2016 and 2017 use permanent docking stations, where users can check in and out bikes using credit cards. Figure 4 shows a bike station in the Citi Bike system in New York City.

Figure 4. Bike share station in upper Manhattan, New York City. Photo by New York City Department of Transportation (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0).

Bike share systems offer benefits to individuals and communities, subject to local conditions impacted by planning. Short trips taken via bike share are comparable in speed to taxis in New York during rush hour (Faghih-Imani et al. 2017). Bike share ridership is linked to residential and employment density and proximity to rail stations in New York (Noland, Smart, and Guo 2016) as well as to how extensive the service area is (Ahillen, Mateo-Babiano, and Corcoran 2016). New York and Chicago both have robust systems by these measures, supporting options for urban transport.
Development and expansion of the systems in New York and Chicago provided us with critical cases to evaluate the impact of the use of PPGIS on planning outcomes. New York’s Citi Bike and Chicago’s Divvy bike share program are the first and third largest systems in the United States based on the number of bikes available (second is the Capital Bikeshare in Washington, D.C.) (O’Brien 2018). Citi Bike launched in late May 2013 with 6,000 bikes and 332 stations in Manhattan south of 59th street and in Brooklyn north of Atlantic Avenue and west of Nostrand Avenue (Citi Bike 2016a). Divvy launched in June 2013 with 750 bicycles and 75 stations in an area from the Loop north to Berwyn Ave, west to Kedzie Ave, and south to 59th street, rapidly growing to 4,000 bicycles by 2014 (Citi Bike 2016a; Faghih-Imani and Eluru 2015). By the end of 2015, Citi Bike served nearly 45 square miles of New York and into New Jersey, and Divvy covered 145 square miles of the Chicago region. Primary startup funds for Citi Bike came from private sponsorship—including its namesake bank. Conversely, government grants supported Divvy’s initial rollout, including “$18 million in federal Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program funds and $3 million in municipal funds” (Cohen and Shaheen 2016).

Both systems expanded significantly in 2016; Divvy into the communities of Oak Park and Evanston north and west of Chicago, and Citi Bike into Jersey City, the Upper East Side & Upper West Side in Manhattan, and added new stations in Brooklyn (Citi Bike 2016b; Motivate International and Divvy Bikes 2016). By September 2017, Divvy had 5,800 bikes in its system with 580 stations in Chicago, Oak Park, and Evanston. Citi Bike had 10,000 bikes and 706 stations in New York and Jersey City. Citi Bike stations are 976 feet apart, on average, and Divvy stations are only slightly wider-spaced, at 1,020 feet average between stations by our calculations, similar to systems in Montreal and Paris (García-Palomares, Gutiérrez, and Latorre 2012).

Both cities have dense populations, mixed land uses, and an extensive system of highly connected streets—factors considered supportive of bike share use and bicycling in general (O’Brien, Cheshire, and Batty 2014; J. R. Pucher and Buehler 2012). Chicago is a city of over 2.7 million residents, less than a third that of New York City which had 8.6 million people in 2015 (U.S. Census Bureau Population Division 2016). Chicago leads the nation in the extent of its protected bike lanes, however, with 161 linear miles, as compared with New York City’s 51 miles of protected bike lanes (Alliance for Bicycling and Walking 2016). Bike lanes protected by buffer space, flexible posts, parked cars, or other traffic devices, may increase both real and perceived safety for bicycling (Lusk et al. 2013; Thomas and DeRobertis 2013) making cycling attractive to a broader spectrum of the population, including women (Dill et al. 2015). In 2016, both New York and Chicago had over two linear miles of protected and unprotected bike lanes and
paved paths per square mile of area—ten times that of the average large city in the United States (Alliance for Bicycling and Walking 2016). Roughly 1.4% of Chicago commuters bicycle to work, versus 1.0% in New York; although the data on which these estimates are based only count cycling as a commute mode when it is the primary mode to work (and not, for example bicycling to and from transit stops) (Alliance for Bicycling and Walking 2016; Whitfield, Paul, and Wendel 2015).

Participants in both systems followed a similar process to use the PPGIS. The platforms in both New York and Chicago were based on an open-access software platform that provided a map of the city with existing bike share station locations, a map of the station locations suggested previously by other participants, and a large “Suggest a Location” button that allows participants to identify a new station site (OpenPlans 2013). After suggesting a location, participants are prompted to respond in a two-line text box: “this would be a great location because…” for Citi Bike, and Divvy has a similar prompt for a simple “description.” These two contributions—the location suggestion and a written description—are the PPGIS data source for this study. The platforms also incorporated ‘liking’ and commenting on others’ suggestions, and included social media links to allow participants to spur interest from others online. Both cities also organized neighborhood meetings, community workshops with paper-based mapping sessions, although the PPGIS was a central form of participation (New York City DOT 2013; Vickers 2013).

2.2. Connecting Suggestions and Stations

We developed a method to assess how well bike share station locations suggested through PPGIS platforms in these two cities predicted where the bike share stations were later placed, in addition to finding what the written descriptions tell us about suggested station locations. To do this, we compared the suggested locations against the built stations in New York and Chicago using three data sources: online records of the planning process, spatial locations of suggested stations and built stations, and the participants’ written descriptions of the locations. We analyzed these data using three approaches.

First, we reviewed the planning process and use descriptive statistics to compare how close suggested stations were to built stations in each city. Descriptive statistics provide answers to our fundamental question relating to the proximity of suggestions and built stations.

Second, we used a spatial analysis method (local Moran’s I) to identify spatial clustering of built stations in relation to suggested stations (Esri 2016; Anselin 1995)(Esri 2016; Anselin 1995). This approach reveals whether the proximity
between built stations and suggested stations is due to random chances. Spatial clustering matters here because if many bike stations clustered far from suggested locations, we might conclude that planners in siting stations may have ignored these areas.

Finally, we interpret written descriptions of site suggestions in sampled areas of each city, showing variation from the center of each system to its outer edge. Our sampling approach supports analysis of participant descriptions in specific locations, providing ground truth for three areas covering a square mile (259 hectares) each in these two cities.

2.3. Evaluating where Bike Stations were Located

Both Citi Bike and Divvy used the Shareabouts platform created and shared by Open Plans (OpenPlans 2013) to gather data on where participants suggested locating bike share stations in New York and Chicago and how they viewed bike share programs. We accessed the PPGIS databases through the Shareabouts application programming interface (Hebbert 2016). We downloaded the location suggestions to represent all submissions from the date each platform was set up for planning of each city’s significant expansions following initial rollout—Citi Bike starting October 28, 2014, and Divvy starting February 11, 2015—ending when we web-scraped the PPGIS sites on March 26, 2016. We excluded suggestions after December 31, 2015, to focus on PPGIS suggestions contributed in late 2014 through 2015, which could have influenced the planning of subsequent stations. This approach yielded 4,744 locations from New York’s Citi Bike system, and 5,318 comments from Chicago’s Divvy system.

Each system has had multiple waves of expansions and minor relocations over our data collection period. The location of bike share stations are relatively permanent, but cities may relocate stations to alternative locations on a temporary or permanent basis, because of financial constraints, construction projects near a station (NYCDOT 2015; Divvy Bikes 2015), and even legal threats (Briquelet 2013). We collected bike share station locations from each system’s ridership data as they existed as of August 3, 2016.

We had to undertake several steps to ensure we analyzed suggested locations in a way that relates to how planners use the data for system planning. First, we excluded suggested locations outside the service area of the system. PPGIS did not automatically require suggestions within a realistic boundary—neither bike share program imposed any locational requirements on public input. We defined two distance thresholds for whether a built station served a suggestion either directly (100 feet or 33 meters) or indirectly (1/4 mile or 402 meters). The 100-foot
threshold is set to approximate a reasonable distance for a station location to meet the direct intent of a PPGIS contributor. The field of view from a specific point, called an isovist (Benedikt 1979), is a useful concept for relating the visual experience of a streetscape (Batty 2001). We propose 100 feet as a reasonable distance, considering a person is likely to have a clear sight for 100 feet in most streetscapes. Previous research also shows that people are more likely to use bike share stations when they are located closely together, with a minimum station spacing of approximately ¼ mile, but relative benefits decrease as station proximity approaches 400 feet (122 meters) apart (García-Palomares, Gutiérrez, and Latorre 2012; Noland, Smart, and Guo 2016).

Second, we used a local Moran’s I geostatistic to detect any spatial clusters of built stations (Anselin 1995). This approach helps identify whether there are spatial clusters where built stations were relatively near or far from suggested stations and whether these clusters were due to random chances.

Third, we devised a sampling approach to enable interpretation of specific suggestions. We adapted a transect-based method and centered sampling boxes in GIS, covering one square mile (259 hectares) at three locations in each system: the bike share station closest to the geographic center of the system, the station furthest from the center, and the station closest to the midpoint between these extremes (Figure 5).
2.4. Results of Crowdsourcing PPGIS and Planning Bike Share in New York and Chicago

Participants on both the Citi Bike and Divvy PPGIS platforms suggested a total of 10,062 individual bike share locations within the study period. There were 4,744 and 5,318 suggested stations for the New York City and Chicago areas, respectively. Eighty-five percent of Divvy Bike suggestions and 43% of Citi bike suggestions were within the boundary of the systems as of 2016. Due to the lack of clear spatial boundary and guidance, most of the suggested stations in New York were outside of the system boundary and thus excluded from the analysis. In total, 6,529 (NY: 2,022 and Chicago: 4,507) suggested bike share locations were included in this analysis.
2.4.1. Planning Process Evidence

Our review of the planning process descriptions available online in both cities show that planners used the suggestions on the PPGIS platform in decision-making—but only as one method of public participation along with more traditional methods such as public meetings and hearings. In New York, planners used an iterative process to choose many potentially viable sites including responses from the PPGIS. They started with geographic information for bike share planning, including “proximity to transit and other destinations, distance from other stations, access and proximity to bike lanes” in their bike sharing system planning process (New York City DOT 2013, 18). Planners evaluated the viability of sites suggested on the PPGIS; they then brought a reduced list of potential and viable sites back to the public at in-person meetings. Planners mounted large maps at those meetings and invited participants to manually annotate potential sites on the map with red “No” arrows and green “Yes” arrows. Citi Bike planners reported conducting 159 public meetings, presentations, and demonstrations of the system, between September 2011 when the concept was unveiled and late 2013 (New York City DOT 2013). New York City DOT staff reported synthesizing and reviewing all of the input received from all sources of public participation, conducting studies of the technical feasibility of Citi Bike station suggestion portal (New York City DOT 2013). They then ranked suggested stations by priority, reporting that, “stations that received votes via the [PPGIS] website were prioritized over stations that had not” (New York City DOT 2013, 18).

In Chicago, Mayor Emanuel announced the expansion of Divvy from the original boundaries near downtown, which would involve significant community engagement and review new stations suggestions collected from the PPGIS website (Claffey 2015). Neither Divvy, nor the Chicago DOT provides a comprehensive report on the planning process as in New York, but they do provide detailed information about planning at focused expansion sites. For instance, Divvy described the expansion process into Evanston on the north side of Chicago (Divvy Bikes 2015). Planners used “data from a survey during the City’s Bike Plan Update, a Northwestern University Industrial Engineering capstone project, a community meeting, an online survey [the PPGIS], and paper surveys provided at the Levy Senior Center and Evanston Public Library’s Main Library” (Divvy Bikes 2015).

2.4.2. Public Suggestions as a Predictor for Bike Share Station Location

We first assessed the relationship between the locations of the suggested station within system boundaries and the locations of built stations in each city. Many of the differences in the average distances between suggested and constructed stations in both cities are likely associated with their geographic characteristics—New
York’s service area is spatially smaller, yet is more densely populated and constrained by waterways. Moreover, logical locations for bike share stations are limited by spatial constraints of streetscapes, including utilities, transit stops, accessibility requirements, vehicle parking, and other issues. Regarding evaluating planning, this creates problems of *multicausality* (Talen, 1996; Guyadeen and Seasons, 2018)—where there may be intervening issues that complicate connecting factors with final outputs, like PPGIS contributions and construction of bike share stations. We can therefore only draw limited conclusions by comparing the spatial distances between suggested and constructed bike share stations.

Table 4 shows that the average Citi Bike station was placed 625 feet (190 meters) from its suggested location. The average distance between suggested and constructed stations was 909 feet (277 meters) in Chicago’s Divvy bike share program, which is less than the “1,000 feet or five minutes walking” recommended by a practice guide (NACTO 2015), or 1/4 mile (402 meters) researchers estimate people will walk to a bike share station (Noland, Smart, and Guo 2016). Table 5 shows that over 80% of the stations were placed within a ¼ mile of a suggested location in both cities. However, fewer than 10% of the stations were less than 100 feet from sites suggested on the PPGIS platform. There may be intervening site conditions that could prevent feasibility of a given location, but this finding suggests that the PPGIS contributions might not be the key information for locating bike share stations. New York City DOT presentations by staff to community boards consistently described the process as “DOT and Citi Bike…working with communities to find best locations for Citi Bike stations in their neighborhoods” (NYCDOT 2015). The presentations further describe the “public web portal” as only one form of input among “meetings with elected officials, community boards, local institutions and stakeholders” and “community planning workshops” (NYCDOT 2015).

**Table 4. Distance from suggested location within service area to built location (feet)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citi Bike</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>3,513</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divvy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>9,899</td>
<td>994</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bike share systems tended to build more stations near suggested stations in Downtown Chicago, Upper Manhattan and the Williamsburg neighborhood in Brooklyn, New York. The inverse is also true—suggested stations were further from constructed stations in the suburban fringes of Chicago and the outer reaches of the Citi Bike system in New York. There were four times as many locations
suggested for Citi Bike than were eventually built and almost eight times as many locations for Divvy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Suggested Locations</th>
<th>Stations Built</th>
<th>Suggestions per Station Built</th>
<th>Suggestions with stations built within 100 feet (30.5 meters)</th>
<th>Suggestions with stations built within ¼ mile (402.3 meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citi Bike</td>
<td>2,022</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>105 (5.2%)</td>
<td>1,875 (92.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divvy</td>
<td>4,507</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>436 (9.7%)</td>
<td>3,645 (80.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We performed additional spatial analysis to explore the role of suggested locations in determining future station locations. In the local Moran’s I calculation, clustering includes whether neighboring features have similar characteristics (Esri 2016; Anselin 1995)—in this example, the distance from a built station to the nearest suggested station. Models showed 17% of Citi Bike stations were in spatial clusters close to PPGIS suggestions, and 7% of them were in clusters significantly far from suggestions. Remaining stations were not clustered regarding their proximity to PPGIS suggestions. Results in Chicago were similar, with 16% of stations in clusters near suggestions, and 11% of stations in clusters far from suggestions. This shows that despite the differences in geography and planning process in the cities, the overall spatial relationship between suggested stations and built stations were similar.

### 2.4.3. PPGIS Site Descriptions from Sampled Downtown, Middle, and Outer-edge Bike Share Station Locations

A sampling of three square mile areas along a transect in each system supported interpretation of participants’ written station site descriptions and reasonings. Figure 2 shows the sites in both cities, with a square mile downtown centered on the central bike share station, an outer-edge site at the bike share station furthest from the center, and a third site positioned over the bike share station halfway between each site. Table 6 shows a much higher density of PPGIS suggestions in downtown areas, fewer in areas further out, and even fewer in suburban areas, with no suggestions in the sampled area of Greenville in New Jersey. Conversely, there were more than fifteen suggestions for Divvy stations in North Park for every station constructed in the sampling area, suggesting higher public participation than was ultimately supported. The content of the descriptions varied about both the geographical position of the sampling site in the cities and by distance to built stations.
Table 6. PPGiS sampling square mile areas (259 hectares each)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Suggested locations with descriptions</th>
<th>Suggested locations without descriptions</th>
<th>Built stations</th>
<th>Suggestions per built station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Citi Bike</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jersey City</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenville</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Divvy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtown Chicago</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Park</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilmette</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Manhattan, participants suggested seventy-four sites, and eighty-seven in Downtown Chicago. Descriptions furthest away from built stations tended to include site-specific rationalization, such as “Add a stop here, our whole company has Divvy memberships and the new restaurant and event space would also benefit from bikes.” A suggestion from Manhattan highlights the challenges of balancing bike share trips in an employment-heavy area: “This is in a citibike station deadzone... and the few around are empty in the mornings and full in the evenings...I have to walk 5-10 minutes to find a bike...”.

Comments close to built stations often focused on station balancing problems: “Add another station here right next to the one that NEVER WORKS OR IS ALWAYS FILLED....” Few commenters addressed site-specific location issues, such as this mention of adequate space for new stations: “Montrose & Cicero.... Plenty of room for Divvy station. Currently there are no stations on Montrose west of Lincoln Ave. Many bike commuters using Montrose”.

The middle sites in Figure 5 are typical urban areas, which are not as dense as the downtown sites. Many of the twenty suggested locations in the Jersey City square mile include comments describing proximity to transit stations, or wide sidewalks. However, one comment referred to perceived personal security bicycling, over walking in the area. “Anyone living or often visiting the marina will not have to walk.... Thank you.” Suggestions for sites were more sparse near the outermost stations. No one suggested a station within the entire square mile area surrounding the Citibike station near the Greenville community in New Jersey. The bike share station that was built there is on the edge of Columbia Park, which could be used by both park users and the local community.
The outermost Divvy site near the village of Wilmette is just north of Chicago, and near Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois. The four suggested stations in this area all included written comments, and one defended his/her comments from the better network connection and sustainability perspectives “The Ecology Center would be a natural Divvy Bike location. It would fill in a gap in the Divvy Bike locations in Evanston serving people both North and South of the Channel. Divvy Bikes are a sustainable mode of transportation and thus are consistent...”

As we expected, there were significant more comments in the downtown than in the middle and outer-edge areas. When people added descriptions, they tended to present evidence and defend their site choices from demand (high Divvy membership and low bike supply), convenience (better connections to transit), safety (compared to walking) and sustainability perspectives. These topics generally aligned with discussion about transit on social media in Los Angeles (Schweitzer, 2014).

2.4.3.1. How Scalable are Our Findings?

The expansion of the New York and Chicago bike share programs gave us the opportunity to observe and understand the impact of crowdsourcing suggested bike share station sites offered via a PPGIS portal on the ultimate siting decisions that planners made. New York and Chicago are hardly typical; their large populations, extensive transit services, and financial resources make them very different from most other cities considering bike share programs. Neither PPGIS solicited information on participant demographics, however, so it is not possible to tell whether participants offering suggestions were representative of the income, racial or ethnic, gender or other composition of specific neighborhoods or the city as a whole.

We also could not tell how influential PPGIS results were in the staff’s final decisions because a) there are only so many reasonable bike share station sites in the core of each city, and, b) staff reports gave no in-depth indication of how they weighted the PPGIS results against the input at the more traditional participatory exercises in which they also engaged. Finally, siting bike share stations, while doing so may create conflict in some cases, is a relatively simple and straightforward planning problem. Our analysis does not indicate how useful a platform like PPGIS would be in handling far more complex and controversial issues, such as siting public housing or a major transit station, for example.

We agree with Afzalan and Sanchez (2017) that future studies of crowdsourcing in planning should consider the reliability of contributions, particularly in terms of geographical accuracy (Brown 2012) consistency of subjective ratings (Nguyen et
al. 2016), sample effects and response bias (Brown 2017) to provide guidance for improving practice and research in the reliability of crowdsourced contributions.

2.5. Implications of these Crowdsourcing Cases for Planning

We assessed two large datasets each of which showed the locations of bike share stations suggested by stakeholders in New York and Chicago using a crowdsourcing PPGIS platform. The platform allows participants to specify the precise location of the bike share stations that they suggest and to offer a written defense of their suggestions. We analyzed the spatial relationship between the suggested stations and actual stations. On average, built stations were 625 and 909 feet away from suggested stations in New York and Chicago. Most stations (81% and 93%) were placed within a ¼ mile of a suggested location in New York and Chicago. However, most stations were not built precisely at the suggested locations. Only 5.2% and 9.7% stations were within 100 feet of a suggested location. Participants suggested between four and eight times more stations than were constructed at the city scale, with more variation in our sampling areas. Downtown areas have significantly more suggested stations than middle and outer-edge areas in both cities. Participants tended to defend their site choices from demand, convenience, safety, and sustainability perspectives.

Planning documents showed that planners mixed the input they received through the PPGIS platform with input from public hearings and meetings. The online portal offered an opportunity for any participant to quickly suggest a location, but evidence from planning process descriptions, spatial analysis, and sampled text descriptions do not suggest the PPGIS was a genuinely empowering participatory technology. Attendees of public meetings in New York were given much more contextual information about the process than was available on the website. Online participants in the Chicago area have even less material about the planning process, suggesting continued importance for planners to connect online and in-person participation experiences.

Planners can improve implementation of PPGIS as a participatory technology. Planners or PPGIS designers could provide a feasible planning boundary or guidance to avoid unrealistic suggestions. For example, 57% of suggested stations in New York were outside of the system boundary and had to be excluded from the analysis, wasting participant’s time and energy. Online platforms could also highlight additional opportunities to stay engaged in the planning process, including upcoming ways to provide guidance or co-productive support, such as assessing preliminary choices.
Other cities can learn the opportunities and limits of PPGIS for planning by examining what New York City and Chicago did to expand their bike share systems. Previous studies show that online participation is unlikely to represent the entire population, suggesting that PPGIS should be part of a broader strategy including traditional involvement techniques. Planners should work with decision-makers in a given context to carefully define the parameters of how they can and should use public suggestions, and be transparent with the public about how their suggestions will be used.

This article provides context-dependent knowledge about an emerging practice in public engagement, using bike sharing as a growing transportation technology. The crowdsourcing process does reflect a co-productive method in the sense that ways of working together are opened up for people to contribute planning actions beyond the traditional communicate approach. The notion of involving people to do some portion of the ‘work’ of planning to use online mapping information and identify potential locations may be valuable.

Our findings have implications for practice, including evidence for expanding involvement by offering PPGIS as an action-oriented option for participation, case detail to support performance measurement of future planning efforts, and a method for evaluating the impact of PPGIS contributions regarding the outcomes of plans. Doing so may “give people the opportunity to have a meaningful impact on the development of plans and programs that may affect them” (AICP 2016). However, we find that even in the largest United States cities with significant support for bike share planning, that planners need to engage with the design of PPGIS systems to support trust and legitimacy. Though evidence of participants’ voices in completed projects from these cases are mixed, improving the co-production of plans with tailored online and in-person approaches can support more powerful participation.

The United States has seen a long period of migration, urbanization, and modernization that has fundamentally changed the distribution of people and development in the country. However, the political subdivisions have remained largely unchanged since the beginning of the 20th century; they represent a dispersed and rural country divided roughly into states. As the country progresses further into the 21st century, this model has become increasingly unrepresentative when most of the U.S. population lives and works in metropolitan areas and multi-city regions bonded by economic, cultural, and geographic connections that may not map to state or local borders at all.
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